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October 9, 2017

To:

Honorable Mayor and City Council

From:

Mark D. Watkins, City Manager
Jeffrey Lambert, Community Development Director

Subject:

Marijuana/Cannabis Policy Direction

RECOMMENDATIONS

Itis recommended that City Council
a. Receive a report from City staff and HdL Companies on options available to the City
regarding medical and commercial/recreational marijuana/cannabis; and
b. Direct staff to prepare an ordinance to prohibit all marijuana/ cannabis activities in
the City except to allow the delivery of medical marijuana from city licensed
dispensaries (up to three or five) to an end user.
PREVIOUS COUNCIL ACTION

• January 9, 2017 - Extension of Moratorium on the Creation of Commercial
Marijuana Establishments within the City and Adopting an Interim Urgency
Ordinance Prohibiting Outdoor Non-Medical Marijuana Cultivation in the City
for a period of 10 months and 15 days.
•

December 5, 2016 - Adopted Initial Moratorium on Commercial Marijuana
Facilities and Urgency Ordinance Prohibiting Outdoor Cultivation

•

October 10, 2016 - Received Presentation by Police Chief and City Attorney on
Proposition 65, "Adult l.Jse of Marijuana Act"

.

.

• January 11, 2016 - Adopted Amendments to Chapter
Marijuana Distribution Facilities and Cultivation

8.420

to Prohibit Medical
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•

December 2, 2013 - Adopted Chapter
Medical Marijuana Dispensaries

•

October 19, 2009
Dispensaries

•

September 21,
Dispensaries
"·

-

8.420

of the Municipal Code to Prohibit
·

Adopted· Extension of Moratorium on Medical Marijuana

2009 -

Adopted Initial Moratorium on Medical Marijuana

SUMMARY

The City has engaged HdL Companies, a company with statewide expertise and
experience advising local jurisdictions since the adoption of new regulations for medical
and commercial marijuana. HdL will present to the City Council the latest update in
these regulations and how they affect what cities/counties can do to adopt local policy.
DISCUSSION

Following the state adoption of the Medical Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act
(MCRSA) and the November 8, 2016, voters' approval of Proposition 64, the "Adult Use
of Marijuana Act" ("AUMA"), which makes the recreational use of marijuana by those
over age 21 legal as a matter of state law, on January 9, 2017, the City Council extended
the Moratorium on the Creation of Commercial Marijuana Establishments within the.
City and Adopted an Interim Urgency Ordinance Prohibiting Outdoor Non-Medical
Marijuana Cultivation in the City .for a period of 10 months and 15 days. This
moratorium and urgency ordinance is due to expire on November 24, 2017.
Since the January 9th City Council action, City staff from the City Attorney's Office,
Police Department, Community Development Department, and Treasury Division of the
Finance and Technology Department have been exploring options for the City Council to
consider regarding the regulation of medical and commercial (nonmedical/recreational) activities related to marijuana and outdoor cultivation. Staff
activities have involved:
• . Gathering data from studies conducted by other entities regarding direct and
secondary effects of commercial marijuana establishments in those communities
• Studying ordinances from other California cities which regulate such uses
•

Researching the implications of Proposition 64 and recent changes in state law .
regarding marijuana on the City's existing ordinance
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•

Determining the areas of probable impact to the City, including zoning, planning,
permitting~ licensing, law enforcement, health, water, etc.

•

Formulating an interdepartmental working group to address the issues
associated with commercial activities related to marijuana and outdoor
cultivation·

Two bills approved by the California Legislature and signed by the Governor have
recently made changes to marijuana regulations. SB 94, the Medicinal and Adult-Use
Cannabis Regulation and Safety Act, merges medical and non-medical cannabis
regulations ·into a single regulatory scheme. AB 133 removes the requirement that
different commercial license types of cannabis businesses maintain "separate and
distinct" premises.
·
Analysis
Under MCRSA and AUMA, each jurisdiction can decide whether to pursue any of the
following aspects of the commercial marijuana industry, for either medical or nonmedical purposes. They include:
1.

Cultivation: Activity involving the planting, growing, harvesting, drying, curing,
grading, or trimming of marijuana/ cannabis.

2.

Manufacturing: The production, preparation, propagation, or compounding of
marijuana/ cannabis.

3. Testing: Analysis of marijuana/ cannabis to determine _its chemical properties.

4. Transportation/Transporter:· The transportation of marijuana/ cannabis between
State-approved facilities. This type of business acts solely as a business
.transporting product between licensed facilities and would not have marijuana
products on-site, and would be limited to vehicle storage.
5. Distribution/Distributor: Procuring the sale and transport of marijuana/cannabis
between licensed entities. This type of business obtains product from cultivators
and distributes product to other licensed entities (i.e. dispensaries). Product
would be stored at the location of a Distributor.
6. Dispensing: The retail sales ofmarijuaria/cannabis from a centralized location(s).
7. Delivery: The transfer of marijuana/cannabis from a dispensarytoan end user.
#fr

The City Council may continue the current prohibitions related to medical and
commercial marijuana, or direct staff to initiate a Municipal Code amendment in order
to allow specific activities. A regulatory structure could include appropriate zoning
classifications for each allowed activity and other ·regulations permitting processes, and
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oversight of business operations and fees/taxes. A summary of what actions other
Ventura County jurisdictions have taken is included as Attachment A.
Key Considerations in Adopting Local Marijuana Policy/ Regulations

Several issues of concern will drive how jurisdictions select appropriate marijuana
policies and regulations. These are generally public safety, environmental protection
and public ·health, neighborhood and land use protection, and youth access. Public
safety concerns include: black market diversion/inversion, illegal activity and behavior,
and driving under the influence. Public health concerns include: bad odors, overdose
response calls, and pollutant/air quality concerns. Land use concerns relate to potential
conflicts across underlying land uses. SB 64 grants personal indoor cultivation of up to
six (6) plants. Staff's recommendation acknowledges this and suggests no further
regulation of this personal use that isn't already contained in SB64.
The cultivation, sale and use of marijuana/ cannabis in California is changing rapidly.
The staff recommended action is intended to allow the City to move cautiously while;
specifically, it allows the City to educate constituents, collaborate with stakeholders,
development measured and reasonable regulations, and to evaluate these regulations for
effectiveness.
Public Engagement

City staff conducted a public workshop to solicit input from residents on what actions
the City should take related to medical and / or commercial marijuana. This workshop
was held on Thursday, September 28, 2017. Approximately 65 to 70 people attended
this workshop. All the speakers spoke in favor of allowing some form of marijuana use.
A summary of the input received~ organized by subject area, is contained in Attachment
B. A short presentation was also given to those present highlighting the history of
marijuana legislation and providing information on the AUMA (Attachment C).
IMPACTS.

No direct financial impacts havebeen identified due to the recommended action. HdL
Companies contract to provide advice and to prepare any regulation documents at a cost
of $10,000 was accomplished through a transfer from General Fund Contingency to the
Community Development department. Significant staff time has already been spent
understanding the current state of marijuana / cannabis regulations in California.
Although the preparation of regulations will be drafted by HdL Companies (all HdL
cos~s covered in $10,000), staff from Community Development, Police, Finance and
Technology and the City Attorney's office will be involved to review and forward to the
Planning Commission and City Council.
·
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·
ALTERNATIVES

The City Council could chose to maintain the current regulations prohibiting
marijuana/ cannabis activities allowed by law. The Council could also consider further
expanding potential local regulations beyond delivery as recommended.
Prepared by

Jeffrey Ltu•~ru;-1\
Comm

FORWARDED TO THE CITY COUNCIL

~ 08 ~ - 1 c ~
City Manager's Office

ATTACHMENTS
A
B
C

Matrix of actions taken by Ventura Countyjurisdictions
Workshop Input Summary
Regulating Marijuana Community Meeting 9-28-17 Presentation
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Ventura County Jurisdictions

Moratorium
Expires
November

Prohibited

Prohibited

Prohibited

Indoor Only- 6
plants for
personal use

2017

Prohibited

I Ordinance

·· 1

Prohibited

Adopted

Ordinance
Adopted

Ordinance
Adopted

New
regulations
under
consideration

I Prohibited I Prohibited

I Indoor Only"" 6 I Prohibited

I Prohibited · I Prohibited

plants for
personal use
Permit Required
Prohibited

13 non-

retail/storefront
(medical only)
by
appointment/de
livery w/license
Prohibited

Prohibited

Prohibited

3 delivery
(medical
only)
allowed
w/license

Outdoor
prohibited

Prohibited

Prohibited

Indoor Only - 6
plants for
personal and
medical useNo Permit
Required
Indoor Only - 6
plants
No Permit
Required

I Prohibited

I Prohibited

I Prohibited

!Prohibited

I Prohibited

I Prohibited

Indoor Only - 6
plants
No Permit
Required

Prohibited

>
~
Prohibited

Prohibited

-------

~

I~

>
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Ventura County Jurisdictions

New
regulations
under
consideration

I Medicinal I Medicinal

Prohibited

Prohibited

Prohibited

Prohibited

Cultivation of 6 I Prohibited
or fewer plants
as allowed per
State law.

Prohibited

Prohibited

Cultivation of 6 Prohibited
or fewer plants
as allowed per
State law.

Prohibited

Prohibited

Cultivation of 6 Prohibited
or fewer plants
as allowed per
State law.

w/permit

w/permit

I
Prohibited

I Moratorium
Expires
December
2017

I
Prohibited

I New
regulations
under
consideration
New
regulations
prohibiting
use under
consideration

Indoor/Outdoor
16 plants
Medicinal
medicinal only
w/permit
w/permit in R-1
zone
Cultivation of 6 I Prohibited
or fewer plants
as allowed per
State law.

Medicinal
w/permit

I

I Medicinal
with/permit

Iw/permit
Medicinal

I Prohibited

I Prohibited

I Prohibited

I Prohibited

I

I Prohibited

I Prohibited

I

I Prohibited

I Prohibited
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ATTACHMENT B
City of Ventura - Marijuana Workshop
September 28, 2017
Public Input .

Medical vs. Non-medical
.

.

.

Supports both medical and non-medical
Allow both--free enterprise is good
Medical needs to be allowed
Difficult for patients to drive long distance to other citres when they are sick and it's difficult to drive
Adds stress for patients when they must drive to Los Angeles to find dispensary
Supports both medical and non-medical -- City could make money
Alcohol and cigarettes are legal -- marijuana should also be legal
Treat medical and non-medical the same
Vets need medical marijuana for PTSD
Medical marijuana helps a wide variety of patients (breast cancer, arthritis, Parkinson, neuropathy, etc.)
People are going ~o buy - money will be given to other cities if City prohibits
Marijuana is legal now - need to allow
City can't get·grants- $40 million available- if they extend moratorium
Doesn't support extending moratorium
People are going to get their medicine even if there is a moratorium - don't extend moratorium
Unacceptable that residents must leave town for marijua11a - don't have to go out of town for medical services
Type of Businesses Allowed
Supports Dispensary, Delivery and Testing .
City could open own bank to help handle cash transactions
City bank with citizen oversight
No City credit union/bank
Use money to help schools
Put money in fund to set up police store front$
The more marijuana businesses allowedthe more the price will go down
Allow commercial production of oils
Consider all types of marijuana businesses
Food manufacturing facility exists in City-doesn't want to have to move - there will job losses
Printing company in City - sends products to Colorado - would like to sell to local business
·
Lots of jobs if industry is embraced and supported by City
Concern about safety for businesses...:. handling cash
NeE:~·better security for business
Types of Zoning and Operating Restrictions
Should have locational restrictions
Use same pattern as alcohol sales - not enough storefronts but plenty of bars in City
Wants limit on the number allowed in the City
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City of Ventura - Marijuana Workshop
September 28, 2017
·Public Input
Should consider one on the east side ofthe City and one on the west side
Need safe access for patients
Don't limit locations
Personal Cultivation
Should allow more than 6 p1ants
Permit for personal cultivation is overregulation and invades privacy
Six plants aren't enougt'lto meet personal and medical needs.
Six plants aren't enough to make cannabis
oil for medical purposes and for
personal use
..
.
Supports outdoor cultivation -take advantage of California sunshine
Growing doesn't have to. use up resources - drip system - reduce water use
Permit Process
Should require CUP for commercial cultivation -- water resources
No CUP - no over taxation
No permit for 6 plants for personal use but permit for more than 6 plants
Regulate marijuana the same as City currently regulates cigarettes and alcohol sales
Keep permits local - don't allow outsiders
No CUP if you already have a business- zoning allows retail sales or agriculture - shouldn't have to get CUP
CUP too expensive
Ojai has low fees
Delivery
Supports delivery both originating in City and terminating in City
No delivery for recreational marijuana - for medical only
Wants delivery - has chUdren and it's hard to drive to Los Angeles
Not comfortable with idea of stranger coming into home - wants dispensary in City
Allow deliveries from other cities

Should'tax but keep taxes low
Low taxes will help stop the black ma.rket
Worried that taxes will make product too expensive
Don't overtax medical marijuana
Worry that taxes will price people out and enhance black market
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.City of Ventura - Marijuana Workshop
September 28, 2017
Public Input

Ventura needs to be part of the economy~ City needs to benefit
Don't need to recreate the wheel - use best practices from other cities and states
City Council should give citizens what they want and need
Travelers find out City is dry, they will pass the City by and City will lose money
City big on wellness - Community Hospital - can work together on wellness issues
Ventura has opportunity to set standard for all of Ventura County
Ventura County Weights and Measures (scales) will need to be involved if City allows
Stop treating cannabis patients as criminals·.
Lots of schools in City but that shouldn't be used to prohibit
Black market already thrMng in City - not a magnet for crime
Marijuana is safe - been used for 1,000's of years
Colorado businesses are well run - not seedy businesses - revenue is great for City
. Could be an economic boom for area
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City of Ventura
Community Meeting
September 28, 2017

Options for Regulating Marijuana

PURPOSE OF MEETING
• Receive public input
– Should the City continue the current
prohibition on marijuana related activities
and uses or allow some limited activities
and uses?
• The City Council wants to know what you
think about the issue
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BACKGROUND
• 1996: Prop.215 – Legalized medical marijuana in
CA
• 2015: Medical Cannabis Regulation & Safety Act
(MCRSA) – Created regulations for medical
cannabis (licensing, deliveries, sales, etc.)
• 2016: Prop 64-Adult Use of Marijuana Act (AUMA)
– Legalized nonmedical (i.e. recreational) marijuana
in CA
• 2017: Senate Bill 94 - Created one regulatory
system for all commercial and medical marijuana
businesses.

CURRENT CITY REGULATIONS
• Ordinance in place prohibiting medical
marijuana activities and uses
• Moratorium in place prohibiting nonmedical
marijuana activities and uses
• State starts issuing licenses for nonmedical
marijuana activities and uses January 2, 2018
• City must have local regulations in place prior
to January 2, 2018 or extend moratorium
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THE ADULT USE OF MARIJUANA ACT (AUMA)
• Legalizes the nonmedical use of marijuana by
persons 21 years of age and over and the personal
cultivation of six (6) marijuana plants
• Creates state regulatory and licensing system for
the commercial cultivation, testing, and distribution
of nonmedical marijuana, and the manufacturing of
nonmedical marijuana products
• Allows local governments to prohibit or regulate
and license commercial nonmedical marijuana

PERSONAL USE
• Must be 21 years of age or older
• May possess, process, transport, purchase or
or give way
– 28.5 grams (1 ounce) of non-concentrated
nonmedical marijuana, or
– 8 grams of concentrated marijuana products
• May possess, plant, cultivate, harvest, dry or
process up to 6 plants per residence (not per
resident) for personal use
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PERSONAL USE – REGULATION
• City can “reasonably regulate” but not ban
personal indoor cultivation of up to 6 plants at
a private residence
• City may regulate or ban personal outdoor
cultivation

COMMERCIAL USE - REGULATION
Types of uses
– Dispensary
– Delivery
– Cultivation
– Distribution
– Testing Facility
– Manufacturing

Regulating uses
– Marijuana businesses
must have state license
– State will not issue
license if application not
in compliance with local
regulations
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Options for Consideration
Personal Use
• Personal Use – 6 plants per residence
– Require a permit?
Ensure compliance with Fire Code and Building
Code (electrical panel capacity and fire
sprinklers)
Reasonable limits on water usage

– Allow or prohibit outdoor cultivation?
Visibility, smell, noise and safety

Options for Consideration
Commercial Use
• Prohibit both medical and nonmedical
marijuana uses?
• Allow medical marijuana use only or both
medical and nonmedical?
• If allowed, what type of uses?
– Dispensary, Delivery, Cultivation,
Distribution, Testing, or Manufacturing
• Should delivery services be allowed to
originate or terminate in the City?
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Options for Consideration
Commercial Use
• If allowed, what type of permit?
• If allowed, what type of restrictions should
apply
Locational, limitation on number allowed,
reporting requirements, physical security,
signage, law enforcement access, good
neighbor policy, etc.

• Other considerations regarding regulation
of marijuana?

NEXT STEPS
• City Council Study Session
• Ordinance Drafted
• Planning Commission and City Council
Hearings on Ordinance
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Medical
Marijuana

Camarillo Prohibited

Adult Use of Marijuana Act (AUMA)
Commercial Marijuana
Status
Commercial
Marijuana

Retailer
Dispensary

Retailer
Delivery

Cultivation
Commercial

Cultivation
Personal

Distribution

Testing
Facility

Moratorium
Expires
November
2017

Prohibited

Prohibited

Prohibited

Indoor Only - 6 Prohibited
plants for
personal use

Prohibited

Ordinance
Adopted

Prohibited

Prohibited

Prohibited

Indoor Only - 6 Prohibited
plants for
personal use
Permit
Required

Prohibited

Moorpark Allowed
(see
Cultivation)

Ordinance
Adopted

Prohibited

Prohibited

Prohibited

Indoor Only - 6 Prohibited
plants for
personal and
medical useNo Permit
Required

Prohibited

Ojai

Allowed
(see
Retailer)

Ordinance
Adopted

3 nonretail/storefront
(medical only)
by
appointment/d
elivery
w/license

3 delivery
Outdoor
(medical
prohibited
only) allowed
w/license

Indoor Only - 6 Prohibited
plants
No Permit
Required

Prohibited

Oxnard

Prohibited

New
regulations
under
consideration

Prohibited

Indoor Only - 6 Prohibited
plants
No Permit
Required

Prohibited

Fillmore

Prohibited

Prohibited

Prohibited
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Adult Use of Marijuana Act (AUMA)
Commercial Marijuana

Medical
Marijuana
Status
Commercial
Marijuana
Ordinance
Adopted

Retailer
Retailer
Dispensa Delivery
ry
Allowed Allowed
Medicinal Medicinal
w/permit w/permit

Cultivation
Commercial
Allowed
Medicinal
w/permit

Cultivation
Personal

Distribution

Testing
Facility

Manufacturin

Indoor/Outdo Allowed
or 6 plants
Medicinal
medicinal
w/permit
only w/permit
in R-1 zone

Allowed
Medicinal
with
permit

Allowed
Medicinal wi
permit

Port
Hueneme

Allowed

Santa
Paula

Prohibited

New regulations
under
consideration

Prohibited

Prohibited

Cultivation of Prohibited
6 or fewer
plants
as
allowed per
State law.

Prohibited Prohibited

Simi
Valley

Prohibited

Moratorium
Expires
December 2017

Prohibited

Prohibited

Cultivation of Prohibited
6 or fewer
plants
as
allowed per
State law.

Prohibited Prohibited

Thousand Prohibited
Oaks

New regulations
under
consideration

Prohibited

Prohibited

Cultivation of Prohibited
6 or fewer
plants
as
allowed per
State law.

Prohibited Prohibited

Ventura
County

New regulations
under
consideration

Prohibited

Prohibited

Cultivation of Prohibited
6 or fewer
plants
as
allowed per
State law.

Prohibited Prohibited

Prohibited
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